Based on k · p analysis and realistic tight-binding calculations, we find that time-reversal-breaking Weyl semimetals can be realized in magnetically-doped (Mn, Eu, Cr etc.) Sn1−xPbx(Te,Se) class of topological crystalline insulators. All the Weyl points are well separated in momentum space and possess nearly the same energy due to high crystalline symmetry. Moreover, both the Weyl points and Fermi arcs are highly tunable by varying Pb/Sn composition, pressure, magnetization, temperature, surface potential etc., opening up the possibility of manipulating Weyl points and rewiring the Fermi arcs.
Weyl semimetals have doubly degenerate band crossings at isolated points (Weyl points) in Brillouin zone (BZ), with linear energy-momentum relation at low energy similar to Weyl fermions in high-energy physics [1] . These Weyl points in the band structure are the source or sink of Berry curvature in momentum space, and their presence gives rise to exotic phenomena such as topological Fermi arcs on the surfaces [2] , the chiral anomaly [3] [4] [5] and unusual quantum oscillations [6] , thus attracting tremendous interest [7] .
Weyl semimetals can be realized in two classes of materials, with broken inversion or time-reversal symmetry respectively [8] . Recently, the inversion-breaking Weyl semimetal phase has been predicted and observed in the TaAs class of materials [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and similar Weyl points have been found in photonic crystals [16] [17] [18] . On the other hand, although long sought after [2, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , a timereversal-breaking Weyl semimetal phase has yet be definitively found in real materials. The challenge is to find strong exchange coupling between magnetic order and itinerant electrons in a low (ideally zero) carrier density system. Among other things, magnetic Weyl semimetals are predicted to exhibit a unique anomalous Hall effect resulting from a nonzero net Berry curvature in momentum space [29] .
The recently discovered Sn 1−x Pb x (Te,Se) class of topological crystalline insulators (TCIs) [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] offer an ideal material base for realizing magnetic Weyl semimetals. These materials are IV-VI semiconductors with a simple rocksalt structure. The nontrivial topology originates from the band inversion at four L points in the BZ [31] , which has been experimentally demonstrated by varying the Pb/Sn composition [33] [34] [35] [36] or the temperature [32] . At the gap closing point, the low-energy band structure consists of a massless Dirac fermion at each L valley, which is equivalent to a pair of Weyl fermions with opposite chiralities. This Weyl pair can in principle be separated in momentum space by spin splitting in a Zeeman field [37] , resulting in the desired magnetic Weyl semimetal. In this regard, it was established decades ago that very diluted magnetic doping can induce ferromagnetic order in SnTe and other IV-VI semiconductors [38, 39] . Numerous following experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the exchange coupling between magnetic moments and itinerant electrons is strong and the resulting spin splitting is relatively large [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . These unique properties make IV-VI semiconductors, especially those near the topological phase transition, attractive in pursuing magnetic Weyl semimetals.
In this work, based on k · p theory and realistic tightbinding (TB) calculations, we report the theoretical discovery of the Weyl semimetal phase in magnetized IV-VI semiconductors Sn 1−x Pb x (Te,Se). The pair of Weyl points near each L point are widely separated in momentum space by as large as 0.05Å −1 , and all Weyl points have nearly the same energy due to the high crystal symmetry. In addition, by tuning Pb/Sn composition or applying magnetic field, external pressure or strain, one can create, manipulate and annihilate Weyl points in momentum space, and achieve a sequence of topological phase transitions between Weyl semimetals and ferromagnetic insulators in both trivial and TCI phase.
Pb x Sn 1−x (Te,Se) are narrow-gap semiconductors with band gap minima at L points. The low-energy properties near L j=1,2,3.4 can be well described by the massive Dirac fermions and the k · p Hamiltonian is [52] 
where {a j , b j , e j } is a local coordinate system at L j with e j along ΓL j direction and a j perpendicular the plane containing Γ and L j (see Fig. 1 ), and k is the momentum relative to L j . σ z = ±1 represents the p-orbital on the cation and anion respectively, and s z labels the total angular momentum j z = ±1/2 along e j direction. Based on symmetry analysis of point group D 3d , one can deduce 
where g , g , g ⊥ and g ⊥ are the exchange coupling parameters, and S x,y,z are the components of magnetization along a j , b j and e j . We can set
so that A and a 1 (B and b 1 ) represent the exchange coupling between conduction bands (valence bands) and the out-of-plane and in-plane components of the magnetic moments, respectively. Since there is continuous rotation symmetry C ∞z in H 0 j (k) to the linear order in k, we can safely assume S y = 0 without loss of generality. One should be reminded that the k · p model to the linear order in k has more symmetries than the real system: the little group at L is enhanced from D 3d to D ∞h , generated by rotation along e, C n , a vertical mirror plane, M x (a → −a)and a mirror plane that flips k e , M z (e → −e). This entails, as we will later see, that some band crossings in this effective model are not protected when higher-order terms are included.
In the presence of ferromagnetic ordering, both the conduction and the valence bands become spin-split and the splitting increases with the exchange field (or the magnetization) as shown in Fig. 2 , and the top valence band and the bottom conduction band approaches each other, until the gap closes at a critical point
If we further increase the exchange coupling, a band inversion between the top valence band (TVB) and bottom conduction band (BCB) occurs. It is well known that two non-degenerate bands cannot fully anti-cross each other in a 3D BZ after band inversion, but cross each other at an even number of discrete Weyl points in general [53] . Below, we discuss two special cases where the magnetization is along some high-symmetry directions. When 
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Bands evolution with the increase of out-of-plane magnetization along ΓL direction. There could be Weyl points along ΓL line (AB > 0) or nodal lines in kz = 0 plane (AB < 0). ±1/2 labels different eigenvalues of total angular momentum jz = ±1/2.
S [111], the rotation symmetry C z and the mirror reflection M z are preserved. If AB > 0, we find TVB and BCB transform differently under C z rotation symmetry but identically under M z mirror symmetry. Since two bands can only cross when they have different quantum numbers, we know that the crossing points in ab plane will become anti-crossing and the gap opens, while the crossing along e persists to form a pair of Weyl points (see the upper row of Fig. 2 ). Instead, for AB < 0, the crossing bands have the same C z eigenvalue but different M z eigenvalues, resulting in a nodal line crossing on the ab-plane (see the lower row of Fig. 2 ). It should be noted, however, that the mirror symmetry M z is an artifact of the lineared k · p theory, instead of a crystal symmetry in a real rocksalt structure. Therefore, the nodal line on ab-plane will generically degrade into two Weyl points.
Next we discuss the case where S a. Similarly, there could either be two Weyl points along a (a 1 b 1 < 0) or a nodal line in the be-plane (a 1 b 1 > 0) protected by M x mirror symmetry. Different from the previous case is that M x is an exact symmetry of the rocksalt structure, and hence the nodal line in this case is robust against all highorder terms. For a generic magnetization not along any high-symmetry line or plane, the band crossing points are two Weyl points. Firstly we ignore in-plane magnetic moment, and we should get a pair of Weyl points along e or nodal lines in ab-plane; then, we take into account of the effect of in-plane magnetic moment. Based on the mirror symmetry, it will only shift the location of Weyl points along the in-plane magnetic moment direction or change the nodal line into a pair of Weyl points located in the plane spanned by e and S. Now we turn to the analysis for all the four L points in the whole BZ. Since these materials have rock-salt structure with high cubic symmetry, the easy magnetic axes could be 111 [49, 50] , 110 or 001 . As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 Based on the k·p analysis above, we obtain a schematic phase diagram as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Without exchange field, the materials could be a normal insulator (m > 0) or a topological crystalline insulator (m < 0). At the phase transition point m = 0, there will be Dirac points at L points, and any finite exchange field will generically separate the Dirac points into pairs of Weyl points with opposite Chern number and thus drive the materials into Weyl semimetal phase. For finite m, either inverted or not, when the exchange coupling is sufficiently strong to make m c > |m|, the Weyl semimetal phase is realized. It was well known that the mass term can be well tuned experimentally by varying temperature [32] , changing the Pb/Sn composition [33] [34] [35] [36] , or under internal distortion [54] or external strain [55] , while magnetization, both direction and magnitude, can be tuned by an external magnetic field [49, 50, 56] . All those properties make these materials have high tunability and thus potentially suitable to study the creation and annihilation of Weyl points.
One of the most interesting properties of Weyl points is that there will be the presence of Fermi arcs ending at the projections of two Weyl points with opposite Chern number. The Fermi arcs are the energy contour of the helicoid Riemann surface states [57] . We can deduce the Fermi arcs based on the locations of Weyl points in the bulk BZ from the bulk-boundary correspondence as shown in the Fig. 3 . If magnetization is along [001] direction, all the four L points can be related by rotation and mirror symmetry, and hence there is a strong confinement for the four pairs of Weyl points. For example, L 0 and L 2 are related by reflection symmetry Z → −Z, and therefore the two Weyl points that are projected to the same momentum on (001) surface BZ must carry opposite Chern number as shown in the Fig. 3(a) . In this case, there will be no open Fermi arcs on (001) surface, but only closed Fermi loops compose of two Fermi arcs. All these loops can, in principle, shrink to discrete points after adjusting the surface potential; for the (111) surface, all the four pairs of Weyl points are projected to different surface momenta, and there will be robust gapless surface states (Fermi arcs) against any local perturbations. If the magnetization is along [111] direction, for (001) surface,X 1 andX 2 are no longer equivalent, thus all the Weyl points are projected to different surface momenta, leading to four different Fermi arcs as shown in Fig. 3(b) . However, for (111) surface, the pair of Weyl points around L 0 are projected to the sameΓ point, and there will be no topological protected surface states, but other pairs of Weyl points around L 1,2,3 points will be projected to different surface momenta alongΓM and connected by the nontrivial Fermi arcs. To further study the material realization and detailed Fermi arcs in the surface BZ, we employed the realistic TB calculations [58] by adding additional exchange coupling in the p orbital fitted to previous experimental and theoretical studies [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Here, we take Sn 1−x Pb x Te as examples, which could be a Dirac semimetal at topological phase transition critical point x ≈ 0.65 .This TB model was widely used in the past [58] [59] [60] , well reproduced experimental bulk electronic structure [61, 62] , and predicted nontrivial topological surface states [63] recently confirmed by experiment [35] . In all previous experimentally studied materials [45] , A and B always have the same sign, thus we will always got four pairs of Weyl points. In addition, the distance between a pair of Weyl points in momentum space can reach as large as 0.05 A −1 , within the ARPES resolution. To calculate the Fermi arcs, we employed the recursive Green function method [64] to simulate the semi-infinite slab, and the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 3 . This suggests the possibility of using surface perturbations to disconnect and reconnect the Fermi arcs. As shown in Fig. 4 , by adding a local potential on the surface, we can successfully break the original Fermi arcs connecting W . Similar rewiring of Fermi arcs can be achieved by tuning the magnetization. As far as we know, the disconnection and reconnection of Fermi arcs have never been experimentally observed or even theoretically studied before, and our results may guide further exploration.
In general, the magnetic doping would increase the trivial gap, thus to realize the Weyl points, it is easier to start from TCI phase with inverted band ordering. However, it should be emphasized that the emergence of Weyl points does not rely on whether the bands are inverted or not, but only depends on the gap size and the exchange coupling of magnetization ( Fig. 1(b) ). Therefore our analysis and conclusion can be safely applied to other IV-VI semiconductors such as GeTe. Remarkably, it was experimentally found Mn/Cr-doped GeTe are very good ferromagnetic materials [65, 66] and the Curie temperature could be even higher than 180 K [67] [68] [69] [70] . Our analysis strongly suggests that Mn-doped GeTe could be Weyl semimetals under pressure.
In conclusion, we proposed that magnetic Weyl semimetal can be realized in magnetically-doped (Mn, Eu, Cr) Pb x Sn 1−x (Te,Se) class of TCIs or the similar IV-VI semiconductors such as GeTe. Depending on the direction of magnetic polarization, the (001) and (111) surfaces exhibited rather different Fermi arcs. And those Fermi arcs can be rewired under local surface potential or external magnetic field, to realize the disconnection and reconnection between different Weyl points, which has not been observed in any experiment. All the results are based on the well-studied experimental parameters, and the separation of Weyl points in momentum space is as large as 0.05Å −1 . We, therefore, believe that it is highly possible to realize and detect the magnetic Weyl points in those materials. 
